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July Member Meeting
CANCELLED

President’s Message
President’s Message
by

Ed Brown

you never know how big the fish
will be.

Greetings Members,
The Covid 19 virus will not leave
us. We are canceling the Naples
Fishing Club board meeting and the
general meeting scheduled for July
21. We will update members regarding the member meeting in
August.
Fishing is good for Snook and redfish. I hooked two tarpons the
week of June 19 to 26. You notice I
said ‘hooked’. I did not land either
fish. Fishing on the beach has
started to be good in the early
mornings. I have been using top
water lures. It is a lot of fun and

The Four Fish Tournament is
scheduled to start July 1 and ends
October 31, 2020. Since we are
late in sending the notice, you can
count any fish caught with pictures
starting July 1. You will have to register with Robert Roesing by email
robert.roesing@gmail.com or call
713-201-2517 and send in your
entry fee of $15 to Kat McNabb
(Naples Fishing Club, PO Box
12161, Naples, FL 34101) by July
31. See the rules in this issue of
the Hook.
We can have another tarpon fishing outing in July. The tarpon bite

THANK YOU TO
THOSE MEN
AND WOMEN
WHO SERVED

is best just at sunrise. If you have a
boat, I will take you to a spot to
where I have been seeing tarpon.
The bite is usually over by 10:00.
If you are interested in participating, send an email to Ed Brown
– ebrown822@aol.com.
I will
schedule a date depending on the
demand.
Be Safe!
Good luck fishing.
Ed Brown
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NFC Member
Charter Boat Information
One of our newest Club members, Bob Bixler, will be helping
NFC members with offshore
charter services. He will be able
to book your trips if you have a
full party of 6 or if you are looking to hop on a trip that only
needs 1. He has the network to
fill trips with anything inbetween.
The primary boat is Off Her
Radar operated by Captain Rob
Trammel. Check out their website for more info about the boat.
If you would like more information, reach out to Bob; he has
a list of available dates already
on the books. Bob’s contact info
is:
Charter.Bix@gmail.com
Or give him a call @
989.859.7559
Tight Lines & Good Luck Fishing

July 2020
2020 Annual
Fishing Contest
OFFSHORE:
Grouper
Chris Peruski 26.5”
Kingfish
Mark Speake 41”
Jeff Lose
41”
INSHORE:
Snook
Harry Coleman 35”
Jerry Neis 32.25”
Harry Coleman 29.25”
Redfish
Jerry Neis 25.75”
Trout
Jim Schafer 22.875”
Russ Belle 19.5”
Sheepshead
John Snyder 17.75”
Jon Eberhardt 17.5”
Jeff Lose 15.25”
Pompano
John Snyder 15.75”
Black Drum
Ed Brown 35”
Jerry Neis 33.5”
Harry Coleman 21”

Charter:
Grouper
Randy Riel 32.5”
Randy Mueller 29.75”
**************************

FISHING CONTEST
RULES
Jan 1– Dec 31, 2020
1. Largest fish is defined as
longest by fork or overall length
with mouth closed, as determined by the Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission.
2. Eligible inshore fish are
Snook, Trout, Pompano, Sheepshead, Blackdrum and Redfish.
Offshore fish are Grouper and
Kingfish. Eligible fish must be
caught in the Gulf waters within
Collier and Lee Counties.
3. Inshore is defined as no further than one mile from Gulf
shoreline. Offshore is defined as
one mile from the Gulf shore to
anywhere in the Gulf of Mexico.
4. Awards schedule will run
from January 1 to Dec 31.
5. An eligible fish must be verified to enter the NFC contest.
Send a photo of the fish with a
measuring device clearly indicating the length of the fish.
6. One award will be allowed
per person. A person winning
more than one shall pick which
fish to receive the award for.
7. All submitted fish are subject
to final review of the NFC Board
8. If two identical size fish are
entered, the first entry will be the
winning entry if it’s the largest in
the category.
9. All entries must be submitted
within 30 days of date the fish
was caught, except that no entries will be accepted after December 31st of the year of the
contest.
All entries MUST be approved by
Robert Roesing/ Chair . Please
send your photos to Robert at :
239 300 1742

Tom Bruder, Joe Rygiel and
John Snyder had a great day
fishing out of Goodland.
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THE LEARNING CHANNEL
by

John Gooding

Bleeding method for improving
the quality of fish!

5. Do not wash fillets in fresh water if
they are to be stored or frozen.
Wash fillets when ready to cook.
See illustrations to copy:

Many of us have experienced bringing our fish catch to the cleaning station only to find that several of them
are still alive and reactive when disturbed. Some fish, can survive for
quite a long time but they eventually
die - trapping blood throughout their
flesh. Also while cleaning them, we
sometimes end up with harvested
fillets infused with blood requiring
constant washing and rinsing of the
flesh. A more humane system of ending their misery and obtaining a quality product can be put into practice.
Dispatching a fish
General procedures suggest using a
pointed ice pick type tool and a
sharp knife, to quickly immobilize
and kill the fish and then to cut its gill
latch and artery. The process will
bleed out and improve the quality of
the harvested flesh. There are variations to the method depending on
the type fish used
1. Insert the point of the tool into the
fish's head pointing it forward into its
brain located approximately one inch
rear of the eyeball. Some liquid and
blood may flow. The fish will be killed
instantly.
2. Cut through the gill latch all the
way into the artery holding the gills
to the backbone; blood will flow.
3. It is also suggested a cut be made
at the underside of the tail to drain
the main artery from the flesh.
4. Place the fish to bleed out and
wash in a bucket of water or over the
side on a fish stringer.

Because of the bleeding process
shown above, Improvement in the
harvested flesh will be noticed. Especially in such species as sheepshead,
redfish and grouper.

Member suggestions and comments are welcome

COME AND “SET THE HOOK”
WITH THE REST OF THE
COME AND “SET THE HOOK WITH THE REST
MEMBERS
OF THE MEMBERS”

…..one nation, indivisible,
with liberty and justice
for all."
Happy 4th of July
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INSHORE & OFFSHORE
REPORT
By

Don Rench
As we turn the calendar into July,
you’ll note that the “rain forecast”
really doesn’t exist……it’s just a
forgone conclusion that it will “do it”
every afternoon. For fishing that presents the issue as to water quality
(both cleanliness and saturation) for
the next day. And the point is made
that that makes day to day totally
variable as far as fishing “quality”
goes. It’s not only water temperature,
tidal strength that are key determinants as to anticipated fishing quality
on a given day……as we endure the
rapidly changing weather factors like
water clarity, salinity levels, and
even cloud cover which changes into
superheated suns rays penetrating
backwaters can make a difference in
fishing quality day to day. Marginal
effective weather forecasts for this
coming week show an abundance of
cloud cover come mid-morning
which presents a good chance for
early day action in the backwater as
well as the shallower nearshore
stretches. The water temperature will
probably hold reasonably steady circa 86-88 degrees and lastly the tides
are coming off an early week new
moon with strong tides both ways
early week and then easing quite a
bit as the week plays out.
Keys to angling success probably can
be lumped into two categories…….water clarity and current
strength. Remember clarity factor is
paramount. Get muddied water from
wind strength in the backwaters,
things just about shut down…..and
on the other hand, if your fishing in
10 feet of water and can pick out
shells on the bottom in the gin clean
water, you will most likely get the
same result – shut down and the clear
sight of your fishing hardware will
spook the fish. So look for the happy
medium which is water in which you
can sight your outboard lower unit
and still keep the hardware hidden.
As far as water current goes….you
want moderate speed and a good approach is to work the first and last

hours of tides when the water flow is
a moderate, as it’s going to get for
the next 5/6 hours. As to what’s biting ….Snook are everywhere and on
a voracious feed with the water
warmth and enormous bait schools.
If you get that moderate tidal flow
the Passes have small permit, pompano and mackerel with best in the
first hour after the tide turn. Snapper
are feeding heavily and are (on average) as big as we’ve seen them in the
backwater edges. Not unusual now to
land 12-13” mangrove snapper. Last
tip: go early before the sun climbs
over the “yardarm” and ends the bite.

On 6/24/20 Andy Pavlick fished 80
miles offshore with Captain Mike
on the Findictive. They maxed out
on Red Snapper and then went
Grouper fishing.

OFFSHORE: Weather for ecasts
will determine access here. Still getting fair to moderately good action
on the mid range reefs and wrecks
are kings and associates (sharks, barracuda, Goliaths). Some kings now
are juveniles and look like Spanish
mackerel. Be careful on ID…….
small kings have a distinctively different dorsal fin arrangement and
require a 24” size minimum. Be careful. The big guys (sharks etc) will be
deep and jumping on a fresh mega
bait set just off the bottom after being teased with a serious chum effort.
Deeper wrecks and AF towers SW of
island for nice size permit now working free-lined small crabs on the current outflow from the towers. You’ll
need a seriously fast retrieve if you
get a permit to outrace the Goliaths
that are sitting on the bottom.

Brian Kamp had a good day fishing with friends

Member suggestions and comments are welcome
COME AND “SET THE HOOK WITH THE REST
OF THE MEMBERS”
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Four Fish Tournament for
2020
1. Contest period runs from July 1,
2020 thru October 31, 2020.
2. Only NFC members may participate in the Four Fish Tournament.
Professional guides are not eligible to
participate in the tournament and
fish caught with a professional guide
are also not eligible. An entry fee of
$15/angler is required to enter the
contest. September 30, 2020 is the
last day to enter the tournament,
and ONLY fish caught after you officially sign up, including payment received will be counted. Contact Bob
Roesing to pay and register. Email
him at robert.roesing@gmail.com to
register noting your name, email,
and phone number and then mail
your $15 Check written to “NFC”
noting in the memo section “NFC
Four Fish” to: NFC, PO BOX 12161,
Naples, FL. 34101.
3. Contest requires catching the following fish; Tarpon, Snook, Spotted
Sea Trout and Redfish. There is no
size limitation on any of the four species. Anglers must try to catch a Tarpon greater than 30 inches and the
largest Snook, Spotted Sea Trout and
Redfish in order to win the contest.

4. The approved fishing area for this
contest is limited to the new backwater boundaries established by the
NFC Fishing Committee - South of Big
Carlos Pass channel on Estero Bay
across to Coconut Rd down to the
Northside boundary of Everglades
National Park by Camp Lulu. Also, all
fishing areas must be accessible by
the general public.
5. Confirmation of all fish caught and
reported will be required; (1) a photo
with an “L” shaped or bump ruler for
Snook, Spotted Sea Trout and Red-

fish and (2) a photo for Tarpon. In
order to register a Tarpon in this
tournament, the angler needs only
to bring the Tarpon to the boat and
touch the leader (the leader must be
no longer than 6 feet.) Additionally, a
photo of the Tarpon must be provided and the photo must clearly identify the fish as a Tarpon. No measurement will be required and gaffing the
fish is prohibited. An angler that
meets these requirements will be
awarded a 5.5 foot fish regardless of
the size of the fish caught, except
that the fish must be greater than 30
inches. All efforts need to be undertaken to minimize stress to the fish,
reduce mortality and also minimize
risk of injury to the angler. As soon as
the leader is touched and a picture
taken, the leader will need to be cut
and the fish released.
All measurements of Snook, Spotted
Sea Trout and Redfish are to be in
1/4 inches. If a measurement is over
1/8 inch then round up to the next
1/4 inch. If a measurement is under
1/8 inch, then round down to the
nearest 1/4 inch. A photo of a
Snook, Spotted Sea Trout and Redfish aligned along a “L” shaped or
bump ruler clearly showing the
length of the fish will need to be provided in order to register the fish.

are caught and reported, every
inch is worth two (2) points. As an
example, if an angler caught a Tarpon (66 points), a 25 inch Redfish
(50 points), a 15 inch Spotted Sea
Trout (30 points) and a 23.5 inch
Snook (47 points), the resultant
point total would be 193 points.
The angler with the highest total
points will be declared the winner.
Additionally second and third prizes will also be awarded to runnerup contestants. Prize winnings will
depend on the number of participants and sponsor.
8. It is expected that not all anglers
will be able to catch all four fish
species. In order to make the tournament more competitive, all entrants will be deemed initially to
have caught a small fish from all
four species: a 30 inch Tarpon, a 15
inch Snook, a 15 inch Spotted Sea
Trout and a 15 inch Redfish. All
entrants will begin the contest with
120 points.
9. We encourage catch and release
for the event, however legal fish
may be kept. Please keep only fish
you plan to eat.
10. Questions and registration inquiries may be directed to Bob
Roesing robert.roesing@gmail.com
or cell 713-201-2517 or home 239300-1742.
*****************************

6. All fish caught that are to be entered should be promptly reported
via email noted below to Bob
Roesing. A standings table will be
Denny Noll hooked a
developed and updated for all partic14” Pompano
ipating anglers on a weekly basis. In
suggestions
and comments are welcome
the event of a tie,Member
the earliest
fish(s)
caught will be used to break ties.
COME AND “SET THE HOOK WITH THE REST
7. The winning angler will be deter-OF THE MEMBERS”
mined based on a point system. For
any Tarpon greater than 30 inches
that is caught and reported, the angler will be awarded a 5.5 foot Tarpon and 66 points. For all Snook,
Spotted Sea Trout and Redfish that

July 2020
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Schafer’s Schtuff
By

Jim Schafer
Impressed
I read a lot of fishing articles
and view many videos. It takes
something out of the ordinary to
impress me. Florida Sportsman
magazine is one I subscribe to, but
am usually underwhelmed by the
bulk of its content. It's east coast
first, last and foremost. I expected
more of the same old, same old
when I received the March 2020
issue. Then I ran across an article
called "Jig the Ditch". Hey, we
have an inter-coastal of sorts and
thought it might pertain to what we
do. Now it's quite a stretch to think
the conditions around the Panhandle would be similar, but what the
heck. The "real" story was about
a crusty, old captain and how he
knew as much about the area he
fished as anyone alive. One of his
observations was that a heavy
clump of trees would grow on
harder bottom (clay?) and the water in front of that may be a little
deeper. It really doesn't translate
to our sandy soil, but nevertheless
it was his observation in his area.
He also knew what areas of the
inter-coastal were natural or dug
(or dynamited). He was looking
for steep breaks in the bottom because it gives fish a break from the
tide and that also means food, "bait
to us"…. This guy was fishing
20ft of water and to get down
"naturally" he used a 1/4 oz jig on
straight braid. If you have ever
fished 20ft depths you know how
hard it is to "feel" what's going on
down there. The well meaning author of the article mentioned he
used a 12" fluorocarbon leader. I
don't know about you, but if the
old dude was using straight braid
for feel, so am I! The author was
interviewing the captain and as
authors do interpreting his words
as best he could. All I know is, I
would love to get some of this
crusty dudes’ perspective unadulterated and straight from his
lips to my ears. I was clearly impressed with the captain’s awareness of his surroundings. Obvious-

ly a life-long endeavor of love or
something similar.
The two-fer for me was a second
article in this same issue titled "Back
in Florida Bay" by David Brown. He
had some observations about the bay
after Hurricane Irma. What he said
about the sustained 100 mph wind
and how it un-locked contaminants
from inside the bay and dispersed
them into the Gulf made a lot of
sense. Could the same sort of thing
have happened here? Another interesting thing was after returning to
normal came an up-tick in Redfish.
Sound familiar? Basically, you have
to sift the savable bits of information
you can use from the "chafe" of the
article, any article! Articles are, after
all, mostly opinion pieces. Or perhaps, a successful day followed by a
bit of bragging in article form. Bits
of "fluff' from a snapshot in time all.
Buyer Beware! Want to buy a used
car?

Mark Speake landed a really nice
King Mackerel while fishing on Jeff
Lose’s boat out of Wiggins Pass on
6/13/20. Currently, Mark and Jeff
are tied at 41” in the King division
of the NFC 2020 Annual Contest.
Unfortunately for Mark, (and even
more unfortunate for the Mackerel) a
barracuda clipped about 8” of its tail
off right beside the boat. What was
left only measured 40”!!! So, at
least as far as Jeff is concerned, they
are still tied for first place.

FOR SALE ITEMS
THE HOOK welcomes listing any fishing or boating items members have for
sale, at no charge for three months.
Contact NFC Secretary, Kat McNabb,
at 239 595 3122, or email
katmmc@aol.com to list your items.
Please contact Kat once the item sells

PLEASE NOTE: Calling Kat/
NFC Secretary
Phone calls are welcome if you are
seeking any information regarding
the Naples Fishing Club. Please
leave a message when you get
voicemail. Your call will be returned upon availability. NO message- your call will not be returned.
Thank you!
Kat

**************************

As set forth in NFC’S Rules and
Regulations, a guest may register as
a prospective member, attend one
meeting and receive the current
newsletter. If the guest has not
joined the NFC by the publication
of the following newsletter, their
name will be deleted. If you have
any questions, please contact Kat239 595 3122
*****************************

F
O
R
S
A
L
E
Minn Kota Saltwater 80# thrust trolling
motor.
Purchased 1 1/2 years ago.
NEVER USED
$1500 Firm.
Contact Dave 518 421 2645
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FISHING BUDDY
SYSTEM
A service the Club offers is the
“Fishing Buddies Program”. If you
have a boat or are boat-less, and
need a buddy, register for the
program at the sign in table at a
member meeting. When fishing on
someone’s boat, there are a few
things to remember; first this is not
a charter. The boat owner will not
bait your hook, etc. We find people
generally share in the cost of the
trip. Sometimes your share may be
$30, other times more. Always
know what your share will be
before you go fishing. Finally,
check out the safety equipment
before leaving shore.
Members must make all of their
own arrangements. The Club’s
only function is to offer the
program and maintain a list.
Participation is optional.


Buddies Without Boats:
Tony Caggiula– 412 215 5295
Inshore/offshore Anytime
tonypsy@pitt.edu
Frank Canavit 573 434 8831
Any type of fishing
dufferc2@yahoo.com
John Principe 631 741 7646
Inshore-Offshore Anytime
jfprincipe@gsinet.net
Ron Berke 239 352 8795
Inshore-Offshore Anytime
rwberke@gmail.com
Sam Finkelstein—239 280 0331
Inshore & Offshore- Anytime
sameileen1977@gmail.com
steven.driscoll@comcast.net
Robert Roesing-239 300 1742
Kayak/offshore/inshore—Anytime
robert.roesing@gmail.com
Jim Schafer-239 227 3537
Inshore– Nov-Apr; Anytime
smalleq@att.net
David Dunn-239 617 0370
Inshore /offshore- Anytime
dunlookin@ameritech.net
Brooks McCall– 302 383 2238
Inshore– Nov-May
mccallbm@verizon.net
Roger Battistella-607 229 3266
Offshore/Inshore– Winter
rmb13@cornell.edu
Chuck Kupchella– 814 322 6282
Inshore/Offshore– Winter
charleskupchella@comcast.net

Bill Swift– 239 384 9884
Inshore/offshore– Anytime
swiftwilliam@verizon.net
Jim Coletta– 239 370 0509
Inshore/Offshore– Anytime
Coletta_J @yahoo.com
Steve Ziolkowski-860 877 6918
Inshore/offshore– anytime
srz1949@yahoo.com
Skip Hoagland-843 384 7260
Any type fishing– Anytime
skiphoagland@yahoo.com
Rich Heyboer– 239 641 7288
Any type– Anytime
rheyboer@comcast.net
Leon Gamza –239 948 4413
Any Type-Anytime
leongamza@aol.com
Andy and Lela Sze– 630 697 1728
Offshore/Inshore– Anytime
fastraxx@gmail.com
Brian Kamp- 732 859 0286
Offshore/Inshore– Anytime
kamp27trenton@aol.com
Bill Ward-614 648 5155
Offshore/Inshore-Anytime
bward@associated-ins.com
David Felton 315 569 4928
Offshore/Inshore Anytime
feltondave47@gmail.com
Steve Bernstein-262 989 6885
Inshore & Offshore– Seasonal Anytime
bernstein823@gmail.com
Jeff Horn– 713 806 4555
Inshore/Offshore- -Anytime
hornx4@yahoo.com
Fred Schreck-347 393 2280
Inshore/Offshore– Anytime
sbxxixxv@aol.com
Randy Koenig– 952 290 0518
Inshore/Offshore– Anytime
Randy-Koenig@comcast.net
Lloyd Doerflinger -239 353 1503
Inshore-Weekdays
lddjr257@gmail.com



Buddies with Boats :

Jerry Neis 715 367 3651
Backwaters, M-F in winter season
mjneis@charter.net
Jim Morris– 859 494 7005
Offshore/Inshore– Anytime
James_morris@centurylink.net

Dick Baginski 630 217 1736
Inshore– Anytime
openwyd@earthlink.net
Franco DiCarlo– 412 897 0763
Inshore-Anytime
gsdicarlo@aol.com
Harry Coleman 239 289 8189
Inshore-Anytime
hwc777@aol.com
Chris Peruski—734 276 3236
Inshore/Offshore– Sat/Sun
Chris.peruski@comcast.net
Andy Pavlick -239 269 6224
Offshore
andrewpavlick@yahoo.com
Ed Brown - 239 641 4903
Inshore– Anytime
ebrown822@aol.com
Pete Peterson 239 732 6993
Inshore- Weekdays
pete472@aol.com
Joe Sambataro 514 2772
Offshore, Anytime
fishlover5@comcast.net
Bob Walker - 865 851 0101
Inshore– Weekdays
banjobub@gmail.com
John Gooding– 239 455 6367
Inshore-Anytime
Edu-plans@msn.com
Jeff Lose– 520 850 2581
Any type– Weekends
jlose@institutionaleyecare.com
Bob Mankus– 239 353 7517
Inshore-Anytime
rmankus71@gmail.com
Mike Miller 734 673 6720
Inshore/offshore– Anytime
mpmiller@comcast.net
George Miserendino 952 210 5563
Inshore– Weekdays
gtmgofish@gmail.com
******************************

Naples Fishing Club reserves the
right to reproduce and publish any
photo or article submitted to the Club
into “THE HOOK” newsletter or in
any other publications.
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NFC Events Calendar
Date

Category

January
February
2/1/20 Party

Event Title

Leader

Welcome Back Party

Details

Jim Coletta
Robert Roesing
Dick Baginski

Longshore Lakes CC
2020 Coordinators
2020 Coordinators
8-1PM Bayview Park

Dick Baginski & Ed Brown

Naples Pier

3/17/20 Meeting
Directors/Officers Elections
3/2021/20 Tournament Jay Bishop Sea Trout Scramble
April
4/25/20 Charter
Sea Flight-Pure Florida
May
Outing
Mudhole Madness
June

Ed Brown

March Member Meeting

Pete Polutiako/Brian Kamp

CANCELLED

Brian Kamp

CANCELLED

Ed Brown, Brian Kamp

TBD

Outreach
6/21-22 Tournament
July
Tournament
August
Tournament
Sept

Brian Kamp
Brian Kamp

July/August
CANCELLED

1) Raffle
2) Annual Fishing Contest Awards

2/20/20 Tournament
March
3/7/20 Outreach

Sheepshead Tournament

Naples Kid Fishing Clinic –
MIAAC

CCSO Naples Pier
Summer Slam
Four Fish July 1 to Oct 31

Bob Roesing

Ongoing Jul 1 to Oct 31

Four Fish July1 to Oct 31

Bob Roesing

Ongoing Jul 1 to Oct 31

Tournament
9/16/20 Tournament
October

Four Fish July 1 to Oct 31
Snook Tournament

Bob Roesing
Brian Kamp

Ongoing Jul 1 to Oct 31
September Meeting

Tournament
10/23-24 Tournament
Nov

Four Fish July 1 to Oct 31
Redfish IV

Bob Roesing
Brian Kamp

Ongoing Jul 1 to Oct 31

Brian Kamp

November meeting

October Meeting

Dec
Tournament

Winter Slam
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Membership
Application

MEMBERSHIP TYPES
There are four types of membership in
the NFC:
Individual - Member is entitled to
attend meetings, receive the monthly
newsletter- the HOOK, participate in
special Club outings and travel offers,
and participate in the NFC “fishing
buddies” program.
Cost: $75.00 per year
Family - A husband and/or wife plus
children receive all benefits described
for an Individual member.
Cost: $100.00 per year
Junior - Open to anyone under 16 years
of age. Junior members have all the
privileges of an Individual member plus
they may attend most youth programs
free.
Cost: $10.00 per year
Business Membership -Businesses
may place a business card ad in the
HOOK and announce special sales. We
will add your website links to NFC’s
website and let you display product at a
meeting.
Donation: $200.00 per year

NAPLES FISHING CLUB
OFFICERS

Date:________
Name(s):
______________________
Local Mailing Address:
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Phone __________________
Cell ____________________
E-mail:
____________________________
____________________________
Out-of-town address, if applicable:
____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
Dates out of town:
From__________ to ___________
Type of membership:
Individual: _____Family: _______
Amount enclosed: ___________
Clip & mail with check to:
Naples Fishing Club
PO Box 12161
Naples, FL
34101

Mailing: Naples Fishing Club
PO Box 12161
Naples, FL 34101
Phone:
Website:

Kat (239) 595 3122
Ed Brown ( 239) 641 4903

Naplesfishingclub.com

NOTICE
If a member participates in a Club
outing or the Fishing Buddy Program, they agree to indemnify and
hold harmless the Club and/or the
boat owner from any injury they
may suffer during such outing or
fishing trip. In the event of death,
the member agrees that his/her estate will also indemnify the Club
and /or boat owner from any
awards, judgments, etc. This provision is effective Oct. 15, 2013

